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	Expert ASP.NET 2.0 Advanced Application Design, 9781590595220 (159059522X), Apress, 2005
Expert ASP.NET 2.0 Advanced Application Design will help you derive maximum performance and reliability from the distributed applications you create with ASP.NET 2.0.

The book first looks at some of the non-functional requirements that impact the design of a distributed application. It then relates them to the servers and services available in the .NET 2.0 Framework. ASP.NET 2.0 is the central process for use in distributed .NET applications, and the book closely examines the ASP.NET 2.0 Framework and its hosting environment, Internet Information Server (IIS). The book looks at how ASP.NET 2.0 is used by different packages within .NET (like Web Services), and explores how it can be extended to meet your own custom requirements.

The second part of the book drills down and examines some of the common architectural challenges encountered when developing application designs. The book walks through the tiers of the .NET Framework, starting at the client level and exploring the internals of the page type, enhancements to ViewState, client script generation, and new out-of-band callbacks. At the middle tier, the book examines Web Services, Remoting, COM+, MSMQ, and mix and match communication options to suit your own requirements. This section wraps up by previewing Windows Communication Foundation, which aims to unify these technologies.

The third part of the book examines the data layer of your distributed applications. This includes enhancements to the Managed Providers in 2.0, the new transactional model, and a preview of usage guidelines for SQL Server 2005. By the book's conclusion, you will be able to select with confidence the most appropriate design elements for your purposes, elegantly connecting them, and ensuring you get the very best from the ASP.NET 2.0 Framework.
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Robustness and Complex Data Structures: Festschrift in Honour of Ursula GatherSpringer, 2013

	â€‹This Festschrift in honour of Ursula Gather’s 60th birthday deals with modern topics in the field of robust statistical methods, especially for time series and regression analysis, and with statistical methods for complex data structures. The individual contributions of leading experts provide a textbook-style overview of the...


		

Fundamentals in Information Theory and CodingSpringer, 2011

	This book represents my 30 years continuing education courses for graduate and
	master degree students at the Electronics and Telecommunications Faculty from
	the Technical University of Cluj Napoca, Romania and partially my research activity
	too. The presented topics are useful for engineers, M.Sc. and PhD students
	who need basics in...


		

Complexity and Spatial Networks: In Search of Simplicity (Advances in Spatial Science)Springer, 2009
This book offers a panoramic view of recent advances in spatial complexity, in order to enhance our understanding of complex spatial networks by simplicity in terms of both the basic driving forces of systemic impacts and the modelling of such systems. Simple models mapping out the evolution of complex networks are undoubtedly a key issue in...





	

Building the Data Warehouse (3rd Edition)John Wiley & Sons, 2002
Learn the most recent advances in data warehousing technology from the "Father of Data Warehousing"
Since it was first published in 1990, W. H. Inmon’s Building the Data Warehouse has become the bible of data warehousing–– the first and best introduction to the subject. A lot has changed in data warehousing...


		

Numerical and Analytical Methods with MATLAB (Applied and Computational Mechanics)CRC Press, 2009

	Numerical and Analytical Methods with MATLAB presents extensive coverage of the MATLAB programming language for engineers. It demonstrates how the built-in functions of MATLAB can be used to solve systems of linear equations, ODEs, roots of transcendental equations, statistical problems, optimization problems, control systems problems, and...


		

The Lemonade Stall: How to test and validate ideas - a story and workbook (Creating Products and Services)Scrum and Kanban, 2021

	
		A real-world workbook to taking a more structured approach to building a business that will succeed.

	
		One of the worst crimes in business today is wasting time creating products and services that nobody wants. Fortunately, there is a more structured, scientific, measurable alternative.

	
		Creating what you...
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